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James Thomson is mere months away from breaking ground on a new play area 
for younger students. Thanks to funding from JT's Parent Advisory Council (PAC) 
and a government grant for playground equipment, DIGS has been able to 
design an approximately 3000 square foot play area, to be located just adjacent 
to the existing playground and the doors near the music room and library. 

This "Primary Play Area" has been designed using input from the whole school 
community. DIGS spent its first year brainstorming ideas for school grounds 
enhancements with students, teachers, administration, parents, Sliammon, local 
gardeners and other community members (see the Status Report on 
brainstorming and the slide show on "Turning Data Into Design"). These 
brainstorming workshops created a wonderful, extensive and creative depot of 
ideas. 

In December 2012, thanks to PAC funds, DIGS was able to host Dolores Altin, a 
school grounds design consultant from the organization Evergreen in Vancouver. 
She spent a day at James Thomson and assessed the grounds, gave 
presentations on "Top 10 Elements for Schoolyards" and helped facilitate a DIGS 
local gardener brainstorm workshop. She discussed research on the benefits of 
imaginative/open-ended play and nature-based play. She presented great ideas 
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about what kids respond to in their play environments, with seven "play motifs" to 
help inspire design ideas. 

In early January 2013, the DIGS committee embarked on their first "Design Jam." 
They essentially locked themselves in a room for 8 hours (OK, it was two 4-hour 
sessions, and door was unlocked ... for bathroom breaks only) and, with the 

expert facilitation of local permaculture gardener 
Rin Innes, looked at lists and lists of brainstorm 
ideas and bravely (and possibly miraculously) 
turned them into drawings for two "deliverables:" 1. 
a conceptual site plan and 2. a Primary Play Area. 

Rin helped them define priorities, identify common 
wishes among groups, and establish criteria by 
which ideas were evaluated. Lists, lists, lists ... and 
lots of sketches, arrows, and useful scribbles. 
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The end result of all this decision-making was a huge step forward for DIGS and 
an exhausted (but happy) committee. The Primary Play Area proposal was 
presented to the PAC for approval mid-January. 

Next steps include refining the design to a more "technical" level and meetings 
with the school board, to answer questions about implementation and 
maintenance. 

Check out the plans and some details about some of the proposed elements ...
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What is loose parts play?

• kids are encouraged to use free, "small parts" in their play - like pine cones, 
shells, pieces of wood, sticks, leaves, pieces of fabric, pipe materials, 
buttons ... etc etc

• these parts help stimulate kids' imaginations as kids create their own 
inventions, small worlds, structures, paths ... etc etc

• loose parts generally require storage, and with each play session loose parts 
get taken out ... then put back into storage, so there is an added element of 
clean-up and responsibility (but that's all part of learning!)
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After implementing the Primary Play Area, DIGS will "tackle" another zone or 
project within the school grounds. What the DIGS committee learned during the 
January Design Jam will be applied to each upcoming project, as ideas from the 
school community are again transformed into spaces and elements through a 
data-to-design process.

Stay tuned ...
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